
Workshop 1– Warm up

 Using the pitchers of water on the table for your 
samples

 Measure free chlorine using your portable 
colorimeter

 Record your result on the workshop 1 data sheet 
(Yellow)

 Measure total chlorine 
 Record your results on your workshop 1 data sheet 

(Yellow)
 Give your data sheet to Kay or Charese

Check our skills



We work with others to protect the health of the people of 
Washington State by ensuring safe and reliable drinking water.

CHLORINE RESIDUAL MONITORING
LAB SKILLS



Regional Engineer 
Southwest Regional Operations

Presented By

Kay Rottell, P.E.



Objective

 Provide water system professionals with a better 
understanding of good free chlorine measurement 
techniques and why good techniques matter.

 Provide water system professionals with hands on lab skills 
to answer the questions: 
o How do I know my instrument is working?
o How do I know my results are accurate?
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Accuracy vs Precision

Accuracy is the closeness of a measure value 
to a known standard.

If you weigh a 5-lb weight and get 10-lb, you are 
not accurate

Precision is the closeness of two or more 
measurements to each other.

If you weigh a 5-lb weight multiple times and get 
10-lb each time, you are precise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accuracy and Precision are independent of each other
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Chlorine Chemistry

 Chlorine is added to the water as sodium 
hypochlorite in most cases

Sodium Hypochlorite:

NaOCl + H2O             HOCl + OH-

HOCl                H+ + OCl-

Hypochlorous Acid Hypochlorite Ion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First a little chemistry –  The amount of hyprchlorous Acid vs Hypochlorite Ion is dependent on the pH Hypochlorous Acid is a stronger disinfectant Chlorine gas reacts with water to form hypochlorous acid, hydrogen, and chloride ion.



Chlorine Chemistry

 Hypochlorous Acid is much stronger disinfectant 
than hyprochlorite ion

 Chemical species formed is related to the pH

Hypochlorous Acid
HOCl

Hyprochlorite Ion
OCl-

pH 7.5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hypochlorous Acid is 6X more effective on Giardia – Virus inactivation this is less important – pH range for 4 log inactivation is 6 to 9 (CT6) assumes 10̊C



Free vs Total Chlorine

 Free Chlorine = 
Hypochlorous Acid + Hypochlorite Ion 

 Combined Chlorine = 
Chloramines + other chloro-organic species

 Total Chlorine = 
Combined Chlorine + Free Chlorine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combined Chlorine – anything that will combine with chlorine – ammonia, bacterial, iron, hydrogen sulfide, other organics



Combined Chlorine - Chloramines

 Chloramines are formed when free chlorine reacts 
with ammonia present in the water

oMonochloramine (NH2Cl)
■One chlorine with an amine group

oDichloramine (NHCl2)
■Two chlorines with an amine group

oTrichloramine (NCl3)
■Three chlorines with an amine group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dichloramine and Trichloramine are chemicals are what cause the chlorine smell in the water system. 
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Why Do Systems Disinfect Their Water?

 Prevent microorganism growth in the distribution 
system
o Detectable residual – Defined at 0.2 mg/L

 Inactivate pathogenic microorganisms in a source
o CT6
o 4-log

 Added as part of another process
o Iron and Manganese removal
o Others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s get back to the “why”.    As I mentioned, we’re going to be focusing on free chlorine in this discussionThere are three general reasons that chlorine gets added to water:Protection of the distribution system:246-290-451(5) If the department determines that any of the following conditions apply, the purveyor shall provide continuous disinfection of the distribution system and meet the requirements under subsection (7) of this section:(a) E. coli MCL violations;(b) Level 1 or level 2 assessment treatment technique triggers;(c) Failure to complete level 1 or level 2 assessments as required under WAC 246-290-320 (2)(b);(d) Failure to complete corrective actions required under WAC 246-290-320 (2)(d); or(e) Facility failures that threaten to degrade water quality in the distribution system."Detectable residual disinfectant concentration" means 0.2 mg/L free chlorine, total chlorine, combined chlorine, or chlorine dioxide.246-290-451(7) A purveyor that adds free chlorine, total chlorine, combined chlorine, or chlorine dioxide to the distribution system on a continuous basis shall:(a) Monitor residual disinfectant concentration at:(i) Representative points in the distribution system at least once per day, five days per week, unless upon written request, the department approves less frequent monitoring; and(ii) The same time and location of routine and repeat coliform sample collection.(b) Maintain a detectable residual disinfectant concentration in all active parts of the distribution system, unless the department approves a written request to use a lower value. At a minimum, the request to use a lower value must identify the instrument used to measure the residual disinfectant concentration and include the manufacturer's documentation of the instrument's accuracy to measure the lower value.When a source is potentially contaminated, there must be continuous disinfection of the source prior completed prior to or at the first customer 246-290-451(4)(a) A groundwater source is in hydraulic connection to surface water under WAC 246-290-640(4);(b) A history of unsatisfactory total coliform sampling results for a groundwater source;(c) A microbial contaminant threat within a groundwater source sanitary control area as defined in WAC 246-290-135;(d) A microbial contaminant threat to a source, as documented in a susceptibility assessment, a sanitary survey, or a special purpose investigation which also includes, but is not limited to, one or more of the following conditions:(i) A poorly constructed source;(ii) An inadequate surface seal;(iii) High groundwater;(iv) Lack of confining layers in the aquifer;(v) A shallow well source, with the first open interval fifty feet or less from the ground surface at the wellhead;(vi) A drilled well in fractured bedrock; or(vii) A source at risk of flooding.(e) Desalination of a seawater water source by reverse osmosis.There are two types CT6 and 4-Log (99.99% inactivation of viruses for GWI)246-290-451(6) If disinfection is required under subsection (4) of this section, the following requirements must be met:(a) Provide any combination of free chlorine residual concentration (C), measured in mg/L at or before the first customer and contact time (T), measured in minutes between the location of chlorine treatment and residual measurement, that result in a CT product (C x T) of greater than or equal to six without exceeding the chlorine MRDL in WAC 246-290-310(5).(b) The department may require the purveyor to provide longer contact times, higher chlorine residuals, or additional treatment to protect the health of consumers served by the water system.(c) To demonstrate the required level of treatment is maintained, the purveyor shall:(i) Monitor the residual disinfectant concentration at the point of entry to the distribution system, or at a department-approved location, at least once per day, five days per week or each day that water is supplied by the treatment plant if it operates less than daily;(ii) Identify the number of days each month that the treatment process failed to meet the disinfection treatment requirement in this subsection; and(iii) Submit monthly water treatment reports to the department using a department-approved form by the tenth day of the following month.(d) All analyses required in this subsection shall be conducted in accordance with an EPA approved method. A diethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DPD) colorimetric field test kit relying on a visual color comparison to a visual standard may not be used by a purveyor to comply with the requirements of this subsection.(e) The department may require the purveyor to monitor the residual disinfectant concentration each calendar day water is supplied to the distribution system if the department considers source treatment operation unreliable.(f) The department may require the use of continuous residual analyzers and recorders to assure adequate monitoring of residual concentrations.Finally, sometimes chlorine is added to augment another process:To oxidize iron, manganese and hydrogen sulfide to facilitate their removal, to reduce color in water, and to aid in such treatment processes as sedimentation and filtration. https://www.purewaterproducts.com/articles/types-of-chlorine-used-in-water-treatment Each of these disinfection goals has a specific point of complianceDistribution System is from representative locations (not simply worst-case)Source disinfection is prior or at the first customerPart of the design approval for the treatment chlorine is augmenting
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Why Does an Accurate Measurement Matter?

Effective source disinfection depends on it
oSmall changes can have large impacts
oInactivation levels must be met or pathogens 

may get into your distribution system

Chemicals cost money
oInaccurate measurements often mean more 

chemicals are used than are needed
oLowering the dose to the appropriate level saves 

chemicals, which saves money

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, so we’ve established that for the two disinfection goals, either source or distribution, there are specific locations and concentrations which indicate if disinfection is being provided at a level that is effective. Your colorimeter is the tool that does that indication, so it better be right, because a lot could be riding on the accuracy of that tool. To get at the idea of accuracy, lets use an example, ok?Think of a meat thermometer. If you decide to order the chicken while at dinner with tonight, you’d better be hoping the chef cooked it to the right temperature and that their thermometer is accurate. Because in both cases, the chicken on your plate or the water in your glass, we’re trying to avoid pathogens that are only mostly dead. Because, as Miracle Max would tell you, mostly dead is slightly alive.So accuracy matters, but how much? Well it’s pretty straightforward. BEHOLD MATH! 
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Knowing Is Half The Battle…

Where is the point of compliance?
o CT6 and 4-log: at the first connection (compliance 

point)

o Distribution disinfection: in the distribution system 
at representative sites

How do I collect a sample?

o Are there written SOPs?
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Knowing Is Half The Battle…
(Continued)

Are you sampling the distribution system or the 
premise plumbing?
o Sinks must run until the water is from the 

distribution system, when temperature has 
stabilized

o Remove the aerator from the faucet

o Don’t use hot water sinks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstrate math to show how long a sink needs to run to pull from the distribution system.Behold. Math SOME MORE!
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MATH!

Pipe Diameter (in) Flow Rate (gpm) Sample Delay (sec/ft)

½ 2.2 0.28

1 2.2 1.11

1.5 2.2 2.50

2 2.2 2.45

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝜋𝜋 ∗

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 2/77
𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷 (𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷) ∗

60 𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚

Diameter 1 Length 1 Diameter 2 Length 2 Delay

1 in 100 ft ½ in 50 ft 124 sec
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…Then There’s The Other Half

Sampling Technique is vital
o Clean sample cells

o Reagent – what’s the expiration date

o Is the reagent “pillow pack” the correct packet 
for my sample cell

o Do you have the user manual that came with 
your device?  Have you read it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that you can be confident that the sample you are taking is from the right place, all you have to worry about it taking it the right way. 



Pop Quiz

How long after adding reagent 
should you read the sample when 

testing for free chlorine?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In less than 1 minute



Pop Quiz

Is there a difference between the 
glass and funny shaped plastic 
sample cells that come with the 

meter?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, - glass are for the high range test – plastic are for the high range test



Lamp Monochromator 
or Filter

Lens Sample Detector

Basic Spectrophotometer

Bob Stuart – HACH Technical Training Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a diagram of the major parts of a basic spectrophotometer.  The lamp produces light.  A single wavelength of light is selected using a monochromator (prism or diffraction grating) or colored filter.  It is focused through a lens and directed through the sample.  The detector measures the amount of light absorbed by the sample.
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What do the Reagents Do?

Reagents + Sample

Colored Complex

Bob Stuart – HACH Technical Training Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When reagents are added to the sample, a colored complex is formed.  The intensity of the color relates to the concentration of analyte in the sample.  Typically, the more analyte present in the sample, the greater the intensity of the color formed upon reagent addition.  However, some Hach tests use bleaching chemistries (or reverse curves).  With a bleaching chemistry, the blank is most intense in color.  The more analyte present in the sample, the lighter the sample becomes.  



Light 
Source

Detector
% Transmittance Absorbance

100

10

0.00

1.00

“ZERO”

60 0.22“READ”

40 0.40“READ”

“READ”

Bob Stuart – HACH Technical Training Center



Absorbance 

Concentration (m
g/L) 0.88

1.60

4.00

0.22 0.40 1.00

Slope or gain
of calibration

Bob Stuart – HACH Technical Training Center
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Sample Cell

A sample is measured by comparing the 
difference in intensity between the blank and 
the sample

Light passes through the sample cell, so it is 
important that the cell is clean.

–Clean inside - acid or reagent
–Clean outside - lint free cloth

• No dust, fingerprints, scratches
–Cells are sufficiently filled

Bob Stuart – HACH Technical Training Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since light passes directly through the cell, it is important that the cell is clean and sufficiently filled.  Look through the cell before placing it into the instrument.  If you can see dust, smudges, or fingerprints, so can the detector.  The instrument reads any light absorbance to be mg/L analyte, whether the absorbance comes from smudges on the cell or color in the sample.



Your Colorimeter

 Did you know that your meter has different ranges?

oHigh and Low Range Chlorine Levels
■ Low Range – 0.02 to 2.0 mg/L
■High Range – 0.1 to 8.0 mg/L

o Some meters measure High Range Chlorine and pH

READ YOUR USER MANUAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change modes by selecting Menu button and change between ranges by selecting green check (read button). Then select menu again once in mode you want
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Equipment Constraints

 Free Chlorine Residual data from Day with 
DOH in Mt. Vernon

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Good Technique High-Range Setting Hi Range Vial

Free Chlorine Residual (mg/L)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actual concentration between 0-2.0 mg/L Cl2 (LR).	Good technique. LR setting selected. LR vial used.High-Range Setting. LR vial. -> calculation based on smaller path length. (if b decreases, then c increases)High-Range vial. LR setting. -> calculation based on longer path length. (if b increases, then c decreases).
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Summary of common mistakes
 Using different vials for blank and sample measurement
 Incorrectly aligning the sample vial in the instrument
 Using wrong vial
Measuring sample with condensation on the outside of vial
 Leaving the vial cap off
 Leaving the instrument cover off
 Storing sample vial with sample and reagent
 Using stained, discolored, or scratched vial
 Selecting the wrong instrument parameter (High Range)
 Not enough reagent
Wrong reagent (total instead of free)
Waiting too long, or not long enough, to read the 

measurement. (inconsistent procedure and/or inaccurate 
procedure)
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Standard Operating Procedures

A tool to ensure that everyone does it the 
right way every time 

They need to be —
 Written down

 Up-to-date

 Consistent with industry best practices

 Aligned with regulatory requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a rather simplified definition of an SOP



Example SOP - Low Range Free Chlorine

1. Rinse sample cell and lid 3 times
2. Fill sample cell with water 10 mL 
3. Clean with lab wipe
4. Insert cell with diamond toward key pad, 

secure lid
5. Press blue zero button
6. Remove sample cell and add “free” reagent 

(10mL reagent packets)
7. Swirl for 20 seconds.  Clean cell with lab wipe
8. Insert immediately & press green read button 

0.01 to 2.0



Example SOP High Range Free Chlorine

1. Rinse sample cell and lid 3 times
2. Fill sample cell plastic sample cell with water 5 mL 
3. Clean with lab wipe
4. Insert cell with diamond toward key pad, secure 

lid
5. Press blue zero button
6. Remove sample cell and add 2 – 10mL or 1 – 25  

mL “free” reagent packets
7. Swirl for 20 seconds.  Clean cell with lab wipe.
8. Insert immediately & press green read button 

0.1 to 10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please do not work ahead - 



When should you test for Total Chlorine?

 You have high ammonia in your raw water

 Unexpected low free chlorine result

 Investigating backflow or contamination event

 Verify chlorine dosage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
compare total to free and pump settings.  



Total Chlorine Measurement

 Use a separate sample cell for free and total 
chlorine samples  

o Iodine in “total” reagent packet can interfere with 
free chlorine test



Example SOP - Low Range Total  Chlorine

 Rinse sample cell and lid 3 times
 Fill sample cell with water 10 mL
 Clean with lab wipe
 Insert cell with diamond toward key pad, secure lid
 Press blue zero button
 Remove sample cell and add “total” reagent (10mL 

reagent packets)
 Swirl for 20 seconds, Clean cell
 Set timer for 3 minutes.  Insert & press green read 

button 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please do not work ahead - 



Workshop 1 Results – How Good Are We
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Workshop 2 – Common Mistakes

 Good Technique

 Wrong Range or Parameter Setting (High Range)

 Leave the cover off the instrument

 Use total reagent instead of free

 Wrong Vial



Is the Instrument Correct?

 Primary Standards – Uses Standard Solution and 
checks the reagents, instrument, and the analyst’s 
technique
o Make standards by spiking

 Secondary Standards – Uses gel standards that 
simulate specific chlorine values
o Used the check calibration of meter
o Cannot be used to calibrate instrument

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making Primary Standards by spiking technique.  Secondary Standards – Come in low and high range – cost is about $180 to 200 – These do have expiration dates
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Summary

 Accuracy matters, it effects—
o Compliance
o Economics

 Location matters
o Does the sample represent the system or the 

plumbing?

 Technique matters
o Sample confidently, respond confidently



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have a question for you.How can you apply these principles at your system? I’m not talking about just your residual sampling protocols. It’s possible that doesn’t apply to your system. I’m talking about any process. Think about one that you do…ResidualsWater MetersBacteriological monitoring



handle: WADeptHealth

(360) 236-3037

Contact Information

kay.rottel@doh.wa.gov

www.doh.wa.gov/drinkingwater

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTACT SLIDE 1Quick Help TipsContact 1 Box Box:just add textPhoto Box:click on the icon in the middle of the box to insert photophoto will automatically size to fit the squarephoto size can also be adjustedName/Title/Program Boxes:just add textWeb Address Box:add web address or use as isSocial Media Icons:these images are not editable or linkablethey only denote DOH’s presence in these platforms

mailto:Kay.rottel@doh.wa.gov
http://www.doh.wa.gov/DrinkingWater
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